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ABSTRACT 

!
This thesis describes the process I used to research, draw, paint and finally design 

the costumes for Temple University’s theatrical production of Pudd’nhead Wilson written 

by Charles Smith. I present the differences between the novel by Mark Twain and the 

script by Charles Smith. The early design process is then described including meetings 

with the director Doug Wager, the scenic designer Ian P. Guzzone and the lighting 

designer Christopher Hetherington. My preliminary costume research is illustrated in the 

text and the accompanying appendices followed by full color gouache renderings. I 

discuss the creation of the costumes from first fittings through final dress rehearsal and 

the challenges that were overcome. A separate chapter, including costume and make-up 

design, is dedicated to the controversial character of The Minstrel. Finally, the conclusion 

contains images enabling the reader to visualize the design of each character from 

preliminary collage, rendering and finally a production photo. These are combined with 

my thoughts and reflections on the final designs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

On opening night of Temple University’s production of Pudd’nhead Wilson, a 

white actor wearing black face greeted the audience wearing a period-inspired minstrel 

costume. Murmurs rippled through the audience as he strummed his banjo and belted 

Southern tunes. I, Jamie Grace-Duff, designed his costume and approved his make-up 

design by my assistant, Katie Dowse. I was portraying race onstage head on. This 

minstrel was only one of many racially charged battles I was to face throughout the 

design of Pudd’nhead Wilson. Doug Wager directed the production with a clear design in 

mind and, while sensitive to the issues we were broaching, he did not shy away from 

controversy, wishing instead to create a reaction and start a dialogue. Ian P. Guzzone, 

scenic designer, and Christopher Hetherington, lighting designer, completed the design 

team that was going to challenge the audience’s expectations of what they see and what 

they believe. 

In the following chapters, I will discuss some of the differences between Charles 

Smith’s play Pudd’nhead Wilson and Mark Twain’s original story The Tragedy of 

Pudd’nhead Wilson. While taking you through the set and lighting design, I will describe 

how the setting of the play was meant to affect our audience. I will then present my 

design process for costuming the characters within Pudd’nhead Wilson with visual 

research culminating in my completed painted renderings.  Finally, I will show 

production photos and evaluate my intentions and results. Throughout I will reiterate the 

racial issues I faced.  
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CHAPTER 2 
THE PLAY AND THE NOVEL 

 
Charles Smith describes his play Pudd’nhead Wilson as a “free adaptation” of the 

similarly titled novel by Mark Twain. Rather than a direct dramatization of Twain’s 

novel, Smith  

 
has trimmed a couple of characters, made one significant addition and 
otherwise made several deft plot adjustments -- slyly reordering minor 
events, for example -- in order to streamline the story's complex logic. 
Perhaps most impressively [Smith] has constructed a narrative frame and a 
plot twist of his own that darkens even Twain's dark humor...The deft and 
pertinent additions to the plot give [Pudd’nhead] Wilson something to be 
troubled by in what others see as his moment of triumph. The play's final 
moments provide a layer of grim irony that seems eminently suitable to 
Twain (Weber, 2002). 
 
 

  While no specific dialect is given, the words, as they are written on the page and 

then to be spoken aloud, twist around in your mouth forcing you to speak in a specific 

pattern. I think Smith adapted this effectively from Twain. Twain uses his language to 

clearly define class and rank among his many characters letting us know, regardless of 

looks, who is a slave and who is a landowner or a southern belle. While I appreciate 

Smith’s precise editing of the script for clarity, as a designer, I was bereft of the beautiful 

descriptions that are the hallmark of Twain’s storytelling.  It is my opinion that a script 

should be a complete self-contained entity carrying with it all the information required 

for production. But without Twain’s descriptions, I had no color or back-story to help 

mold these characters into life. Both the cast and designers had to read both the play and 

the original novel to get the full spectrum of the story.    

For example, Twain (2004) introduces us to Mr David “Pudd’nhead” Wilson as 

such: 
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Mr. David Wilson, a young fellow of Scotch parentage. He had wandered 
to this remote region from his birthplace in the interior of the State of New 
York, to seek his fortune. He was twenty-five years old, college bred, and 
had finished a post-college course in an Eastern law school a couple of 
years before.   He was a homely, freckled, sandy-haired young fellow, 
with an intelligent blue eye that had a frankness and comradeship in it and 
a covert twinkle of a pleasant sort (Chapter 1, para. 16). 
 

Charles Smith says only: PUDD’NHEAD WILSON 40 years old white male 

(Pudd’nhead, Characters). 

Another example from Twain (2004): 

From Roxy’s manner of speech, a stranger would have expected her to be 
black, but she was not. Only one sixteenth of her was black, and that 
sixteenth did not show. She was of majestic form and stature, her attitudes 
were imposing and statuesque, and her gestures and movements 
distinguished by a noble and stately grace. Her complexion was very fair, 
with the rosy glow of vigorous health in her cheeks, her face was full of 
character and expression, her eyes were brown and liquid, and she had a 
heavy suit of fine soft hair which was also brown, but the fact was not 
apparent because her head was bound about with a checkered 
handkerchief and the hair was concealed under it. Her face was shapely, 
intelligent, and comely – even beautiful. She had an easy, independent 
carriage – when she was among her own caste – and a high and “sassy” 
way, withal; but of course she was meek and humble enough where white 
people were (Chapter 2, para. 14). 

 

“ROXY African-American female in her 40s” (Pudd’nhead, Characters) is all that 
Charles Smith gives as a character description within the play.  
 

“To all intents and purposes Roxy was as white as anybody, but the one 
sixteenth of her which was black outvoted the other fifteen parts and made 
her a Negro. She was a slave, and salable as such. Her child was thirty-one 
parts white, and he, too, was a slave, and by a fiction of law and custom a 
Negro. He had blue eyes and flaxen curls like his white comrade, but even 
the father of the white child was able to tell the children apart … by their 
clothes; for the white babe wore a ruffled soft muslin and a coral necklace, 
while the other wore merely a coarse tow-linen shirt which barely reached 
to its knees, and no jewelry (Twain, Chapter 2, para. 15). 
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Charles Smith specifically requests in the script:  
 

Production note: The actors who play Tom and Luigi should be obviously 
African American. The blacker, the better. 
Likewise, the actor who plays Chambers should be obviously Caucasian. 
The whiter, the blonder, the better. No attempt should be made to make 
the race of these characters adhere to the awareness of the other characters 
in the play (Pudd’nhead, Characters).  

 
The combination of Twain’s descriptions and Smith’s specific casting recommendations 

became an integral part of our production of Pudd’nhead Wilson. I will discuss the 

influence these authors had on my costume design in later chapters.  
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CHAPTER 3 
THE DESIGN PROCESS 

 
At our first design meeting, Doug Wager, our director, was very clear of his 

vision. He showed us an excerpt from Art21 of artist Kara Walker and several of her 

installations. Kara Walker’s work focuses on strong silhouette work cut out in black or 

white and arranged in scenes upon gallery walls. “The illusion is that most of my work is 

simply about past events, a point in history and nothing else,” the artist says. She enjoys 

the dichotomy of these proper Victorian silhouettes disarming a viewer who realizes, 

upon closer examination, that the characters are enacting explicit sexual acts or violence. 

See Figure 3-1.  

 

Figure 3-1.  The Humane Acquisition of Chitlins. An example of Kara Walker’s 
silhouette work (Walker, 1994-1995).  
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Her installation “Insurrection” projected color transparencies onto the silhouetted walls 

“[creating] a space where the viewer’s shadow would also be projected into the scene so 

maybe they would become implicated” (Art21, 2003, Stories). See Figure 3-2.  

 

Figure 3-2.  Viewers’ Silhouettes. (Art21, 2003, Stories). Production still showing 
viewer’s shadows projected into Kara Walker’s artwork. 

 

This particular installation appealed to Doug and it became the cornerstone for the final 

set and lighting design. An earlier segment of Art21 showed a cyclorama installed by 

Walker, a painterly conceit right before the dawn of cinema that surrounded the viewer 

and enveloped them in story. See Figure 3-3. 

Doug similarly wanted to surround our audience and draw them in, disarm them 

with our idyllic setting and then let the tragedy of our story play out grotesquely before 

them. Doug described the set as a contemporary art gallery similar to the ones shown in 

the video. He wanted white walls with silhouettes and colored light shapes to create  
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Figure 3-3. Slavery! Slavery! presenting a GRAND and LIFELIKE Panoramic Journey 
into Picturesque Southern Slavery or… (Art21, 2003, Stories). Kara Walker’s work 
installed as a cyclorama at the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1997. 
 
 

specific locations. Ian P. Guzzone, the scenic designer, and Christopher Hetherington, the 

lighting designer, spent a lot of time discussing how realistic we wanted this “gallery” 

setting to be. Did we want to create a true cyclorama? Did we want lots of layered panels 

or a more simplified box set? How many entrances would be needed to tell the story? Did 

we want to see lighting instruments? What about visible track lighting? Doug was 

vehemently opposed to visible “gallery” lighting, wanting instead to create a sense of a 

gallery, not an actual recreation. Christopher experimented with cut color gels and our 

lighting stock versus a video projector or overhead projectors. Ian experimented with 

several different wall layouts and density of black silhouette to white wall. Doug also 
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requested a large central platform, which needed steps. The overall consensus was that 

we wanted to create the sense of a contemporary art gallery – crisp, clean, minimal. To 

further the illusion, it was decided the floor should be carpeted in a neutral industrial 

color. While Christopher and Ian continued their own design process, I started my 

costume design process. For reference, I have included a Production Photo showing the 

final scenic design with a specific lighting moment, Figure 3-4. 

 

 

Figure 3-4. The Party. Production shot showing final scenic design by Ian P. Guzzone 
and a lighting moment designed by Christopher Hetherington. Directed by Doug 
Wager. (Image by Ian P. Guzzone) 
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CHAPTER 4 
PRELIMINARY COSTUME DESIGN 

 
 While the contemporary art gallery setting being developed by Doug Wager and 

scenic designer Ian P. Guzzone was very exciting and dynamic, I was unsure how my 

costumes were to fit in. I had initial ideas of period dresses and jackets done in black and 

white, playing with the race roles described in the play as well as with Kara Walker’s 

influence. These costumes could be differentiated with a variety of textures and fabric to 

reveal their many layers or treated in a Trompe l-oeil effect to suggest gathering, pockets, 

or other details. See Figure 4-1.  

 

  

Figure 4-1. Trompe l-oeil ideas. (OCAL 2010; Gundlach, 1966). Examples of ways to 
render clothing details in graphic black and white. 

 

 

As design discussions progressed, it became evident that my costumes needed to be the 

one design element that grounded Pudd’nhead Wilson in a time and place. The 
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combination of realistic period costume characters performing in a neutral, vaguely 

contemporary art setting started to remind me, and not in a positive way, of Historic 

Philadelphia. While this pomp and play is acceptable and even enjoyable for school kids 

on a field trip, could we present such a challenging script on the college level in a manner 

that would not be dismissed by our audience or worse, laughed at for being so cheesy? I 

struggled with a way to discuss this palpable fear without offending my fellow 

collaborators. When I finally voiced my concerns, I was humiliated and hurt by their 

dismissal of my fears. This challenged my ability to collaborate and I felt that my 

opinions were not held on the same level. I dropped out of further design discussions and 

stopped trying to “design” the show as much as just produce what was being requested of 

me, by both the Director and my fellow designers. I was very disappointed with this turn 

of events for my thesis project. What made this play a Jamie Grace-Duff play? What did I 

bring to it that another designer would not have?  

At this stage I was very curious why Temple University was producing 

Pudd’nhead Wilson and I wanted to know what the playwright’s motivation had been in 

adapting the novel. I thought this information would help push my designs in a direction. 

Given the schedules of all involved, we did not have as much time for dramaturgical 

research as I would have liked (and were not provided with any of the resources that were 

presented to the cast at first rehearsals) and it was hard to get Doug to take the designers 

on his journey of discovery rather than giving us his evolved ideas.  

Left with only the novel and the script for inspiration, I read through the book and 

gathered as much description about each of the characters that Twain had written, either 

in description or in conversation between characters. I wanted to really get a sense of who 
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these people were. I did the same for Smith’s script enabling me to be able to compare 

the two authors’ points of view. Doug kept emphasizing that these characters were not 

exactly real people, but larger than life, archetypes, more than what they appeared. As I 

groped for a toehold, I latched onto the idea of archetypes. If I could define a villain, a 

damsel in distress, a hero, there were specific colors, accessories, and silhouettes I could 

use to my advantage. When I pushed Doug to more clearly define these archetypes for 

me, he said that he misspoke and that they were more like storybook characters. I tried to 

find other characters from the time period in stories and books but felt myself quickly 

being bogged down in the Br’er Rabbit stories and variations of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. I am 

sure interesting parallels could have been found between these stories and that of 

Pudd’nhead Wilson, but it would be a lot of spade work and the schedule was aggressive.  

Figure 4-2. The Nigger in the Woodpile.  (Maurer, c1860). An example of a political 
cartoon. 
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While I wanted larger than life characters, maybe specific storybook characters 

was the wrong direction. I started researching political cartoons and advertising of the 

time. In general I find these sources express the very essence of a time and place and 

emphasize the things that people thought were really outlandish or commonplace. I saw 

slavery rendered in the most obscene ways from both sides of the impending Civil War. 

See Figure 4-2. I saw men’s and women’s fashions overblown and ridiculous. See Figure 

4-3. I knew then what silhouettes I needed to quickly give my audience and sense of time 

and place. 

  

 
Figure 4-3. Caricatures of Early Victorian Men. (Baillie, 1844). A political cartoon 

depicting a variety of men and their clothing. 
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But I was still struggling with a design concept. How did I give a true story to each set of 

clothes? How could I answer an actor’s question of why they were wearing this piece or 

that accessory?  

I tried digging a little deeper. Kara Walker’s art focuses on a seeming historical 

context for modern issues and events. Upon further research, I discovered that “[t]he 

majority of [Charles Smith’s] work uses various historical contexts to explore 

contemporary issues of race, identity and politics in America," (Kiphart, 2010). A 

connection is beginning to form. While I am aware of active racism in even my own 

every day, Charles Smith made a salient point in an interview that I had not considered. 

He begins with a story: 

I have an aunt who is 97 years old. She is blind. She was blinded when she 
was four years old. She was blind as a result of a very common childhood 
illness that was easily treatable at the time, but it was not treated because 
hospitals did not treat Negros at that time and as a result, she is blind. So, 
segregation may not be in existence today, but its results are still with us. 
Make no mistake about that. When I see my aunt, the results are here with 
us today. The time she has spent in darkness is a result of those 
segregation practices. So it may be difficult for people to talk about it 
because, again, while the practice has been eliminated, the results of the 
practice, like there are still some people still suffering from the results of 
this practice, there are some people who are still enjoying the benefits of 
the results of the practice (IRTLIVE, 2011, April 6).  
 

The idea that we are still experiencing the results of these historical actions struck me and 

I searched for a way to express this in my costume designs.  

My first instinct was to render these elaborate period silhouettes with modern 

branding as the repeated patterns or embroidered embellishments such as Figure 4-4. I 

wanted people to recognize the stereotypes they associate with brand recognition and 
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have that play into their expectations of a character in the play. I also knew that once 

someone recognized  

 

Figure 4-4. Current Logos. babyPhat by Kimmora Lee Simmons, Polo Ralph Lauren, 
Lacoste. 

 

the pattern on her dress as the babyPhat cat, they would be pulled right out of the play 

and start to ask themselves a whole series of questions that was unrelated to the action 

onstage; the exact opposite of what I wanted.  

Brands for our society are much too complex, but maybe a more modern color 

palette would be enough to make these clothes seem less antiquated and strange to my 

modern audience and therefore make the action seem less removed. I combined this idea 

with a more personal and contemporary idea of north vs. south, slave vs. owner, and 

eccentric vs. dandy. To motivate my color palette per character and to distill their specific 

traits, I pulled images from a variety of modern magazines to represent each character. 

Some of the collages were very straightforward; others were layered with meaning. 

Below I will describe the specific characteristics I was trying to express for each 

character. 

Doug had the Oxford Annotated copy of the novel The Tragedy of Pudd’nhead 

Wilson. This version of the story had hundreds of “marginal illustrations” created by F.M. 
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Senior and C.H. Warren that accompanied the 1894 American edition. While Twain’s 

novel was exploring the nuances of race and appearance  

 
this mode of illustration has a couple very decided consequences. It 
shrinks all the characters to cartoon-size, keeping their antics and 
anguishes at a great distance from the reader's sympathy. And although the 
text treats racial identity as a deep ambiguity, this mode of illustration, 
because it makes shading impossible, forces the illustrator to depict a 
character as either as white as the page or as black as the ink (Railton, 
2011).  

 
Doug liked the way Senior and Warren represented the characters very simply and 

wanted me to use the illustrations to guide my designs. A closer examination of the 

illustrations showed a surprising lack of variety between the many male characters and a 

lean towards caricature for the slaves, Figure 4-5. Armed with my other visual research, I 

used the illustrations as guide towards simplicity and specificity, but not as a treatise on 

period silhouette.  

 

Figure 4-5. Master Driscoll and his Slaves. (Twain, 1897, p. 39) An example of The 
Tragedy of Pudd’nhead Wilson’s marginal illustrations.  
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For Chambers I wanted him to feel cozy and homey, like biscuits and gravy. He is 

a slave owned by the Driscoll family and much abused by Tom Driscoll. I chose images 

that were very textured or distressed. See Figure 4-6. 

 

 
Figure 4-6. Chambers Collage.  

 

Pudd’nhead seemed more bookish and intellectual. I feel, in general, northern 

dress is more somber and dark colored drawing from its Protestant and Quaker history. I 

pulled images of illustrated bugs in Victorian entomology style with just a touch of color 

and antique book bindings. An older man wearing layers upon layers of clothing in a 

variety of patterns captured Pudd’nhead Wilson’s eccentricities. See Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7. Pudd’nhead Wilson Collage. 

In stark contrast, were the southern gentlemen Judge Percy Driscoll, Judge 

Howard and the younger gentleman Cecil. To me, the south is lighter, more colorful, and 

more elaborate in contrast to the north. I found a floral arrangement with yellow and 

scarlet tulips and blue and purple flowers on a light gray background. It embodied the 

south and inspired the palettes for both the Judges. Cecil, as a younger man, needed 

something a little trendier and an image of light gold candlesticks surrounded by bright 

green foliage felt right for his youthfulness, See Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8. Judges Howard and Driscoll, and Cecil Collage.  
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Tom Driscoll, on the other hand, was sent to a northern school and became a bit 

of a Dandy. He is proud and likes to show off his wealth and status. I looked for images 

that showed very trendy men of today and all their layers of foppery. I also specifically 

sought out images of African American men finely dressed in Ebony Magazine and 

Essence. The role of Tom is to be performed by a black actor and I wanted to insure that 

his costume really enhanced his appearance. Over and over again, images of mauves, 

pinks and grays repeated in a variety of textures making all the layers very tactile and 

important. I also looked for images that spoke of his coquettishness and my experience of 

the south. See Figure 4-9. 

 

Figure 4-9. Tom Driscoll. Collage for the character Tom. Note the colors and layers.  
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 Rowena plays the love interest to our Tom Driscoll. I wanted to embrace all the 

qualities of the southern belle. I looked for images that spoke of femininity, the south, 

and beauty. Two images, one of elaborate floral wallpaper and a beautiful Wedgewood 

blue vase became her touchstones. See Figure 4-10. 

 

Figure 4-10. Rowena. Collage for Rowena. Bright florals kept repeating and Wedgewood 
Blue. 
 

The twins were from Italy – another very different location from either the South 

or the North. I pulled images of what I think of when I imagine Italy – coral roofed 

houses by the sea surrounded by greenery. I found a religious painting of a ceiling that 

just felt like Italy to me and echoed some of the colors of the countryside – corals and 

bright greens and blues surrounded by arabesques of gold. I loved the contrast of this 
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color palette from the others I had created, letting these men be truly foreign. See Figure 

4-11. 

Figure 4-11. The Italian Twins. A collage of images that felt like Italy.   

 

I knew the other slaves in the piece needed to be separate from the other 

characters and I grappled with how to represent them. I did not want to give them bland 

colorless clothing. I found an image that provided a great jumping off point – it had very 

dark leather intertwined with pale rustic hemp, worn silver metal, and a particular aged 

blue green that really appealed to me. I used this image for the characters of Nancy, Joe 

and Big Jim. See Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12. The Slaves. I created one collage for all the slaves and pulled their costumes 
from different sections.  

 

Roxy presented her own set of challenges. She is a main character in the 

Pudd’nhead story and also a slave, particularly a house slave. She is freed early in the 

story, only to be hunted by slave hunters and has to live in hiding, penniless. She is 

strong, bold and also devious. I was immediately drawn to strong jewel tones for her, 

especially green and plaids kept reappearing. A dirty hand fiercely clutching a diamond 

necklace where a gorgeous colorful bird was perched seemed to elegantly summarize her 

relationship to Tom. See Figure 4-13. 
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Figure 4-13. Roxy. A collage of images representing Roxy’s nature as well as color and 

pattern inspiration.  
 

The character of Lou only appears in a few scenes but he plays a prominent role 

in the story. Doug and I had many conversations trying to illuminate who this character 

was in this world. We knew we wanted him to be intimidating and outside of the world of 

Dawson’s Landing. I grabbed an image of a man in layers of dark clothing with lots of 

textures like leather and denim, giving that slick and dangerous feel. A large brimmed hat 

seemed imperative. See Figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-14. Lou. A collage showing the variety of color and texture even in an ensemble 

composed entirely of black apparel. 
  

 

 Placing these collages together put my stamp on the show and each character 

began to develop their own personality. These collages inspired the final painted 

renderings and I relied upon them heavily when I started looking for actual costumes and 

accessories in Temple’s stock and from rental companies.   
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CHAPTER 5 
RENDERING THE DESIGNS 

 
Wanting to create the most period accurate costumes, I pulled visual research 

from a variety of sources. As described above, I researched political cartoons and 

advertisements of the period to become familiar with the exaggerated silhouettes between 

1830 and 1855. The Cut of Women’s Clothes and Men’s Garment Cutting provided 

illustrations as well as pattern pieces to help me grasp the construction of these garments 

and more accurately render their hang and drape. I also looked at images of clothing from 

The Metropolitan Museum Costume Collection and the Victoria & Albert Costume 

Collection. I enjoyed seeing actual period textiles and the variety of construction as well 

as shoes and hats. See Appendix A. 

I contacted the Philadelphia Museum of Art and was able to visit their Dorrance 

H. Hamilton Center for Costume and Textiles Study Room. I submitted a study room 

application and then spoke with Kristina Haugland to find a time to visit as well as the 

specific items I was interested in seeing. I requested to view men’s pants, a jacket and 

vest, shirts for both upper class and working class men, and a more common dress rather 

than an evening gown. While many sources have the beautiful fancy gowns, I really 

wanted to see something closer to what a slave might have owned. Seeing the three-

dimensional objects really helped me understand how they wrap around the body. It also 

reminded me of the eccentricities in the life of a garment – an odd seam because the 

fabric was not wide enough, an embroidered detail repairing a weakness in the fabric, the 

elaborate layers to close the front of men’s pants as the fly front was evolving from the 

fall front, and the tiniest hand sewn pleats and tucks even on a common dress. With the 

grandness of the stage, these little storytelling elements may be lost but they are part of a 
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garment’s life and I enjoyed being reminded that the garment cutting books are an 

idealized world and improvisation is much more common. See Appendix B. 

Drawing from all my visual research, I created a set of pencil roughs for each 

character to present to both the costume shop and the director, Doug. These were 

critiqued for historical accuracy as well as character story. We looked at the drawings 

next to each other to make sure that relationships were clear, status was accurately 

represented and details were noticeable without being distracting. 

Once the roughs were approved, I was able to start my final renderings. I 

collected appropriate fabric swatches that pulled colors from my collages and used them 

to guide the paintings. With each image, I will include a description of the character traits 

I was trying to emphasize through costume cut and color.  

Figure 5-1. Pudd’nhead Wilson Rendering.  
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Pudd’nhead Wilson, Figure 5-1, was drawn in a slightly older style jacket, 

approximately 1840’s. This style shows he is older than Tom Driscoll and Cecil and also 

that he is not the type of man who would waste money on the latest fashions when his old 

coat is just fine. I gave him a double-breasted vest to show his professionalism, but an 

open coat to show that he is not closed off to new ideas. As he is an eccentric in the town, 

I wanted him to have plaid pants and an odd patterned cravat. As Pudd’nhead is a man of 

many hobbies, I wanted to be sure he had all the pockets and accessories he needed to 

play on stage. In production I found him a pocket watch with a magnifying lens case, a 

perfect combination of practicality for this character. It has been suggested that Mark 

Twain himself is the narrator of his own stories, despite what he names the character, and 

I wanted to add a touch of Twain to Pudd’nhead with the big bushy mustache and hair. 

There is also a casualness to Twain’s dressing that I hoped to capture. 

Judge’s Driscoll and Howard, Figure 5-2, needed to appear older than Tom and 

Cecil. Judge Driscoll is quite proud of his southern heritage and money, but does not 

want to seem ostentatious. I gave him a more conservative double-breasted cutaway 

tailcoat but a little bit of color to show he isn’t entirely conformist. While a similarly cut 

jacket would have given Judge Howard the age, I wanted to provide a more flattering cut 

for the actor and opted for the more modern frock coat. This jacket would provide the 

actor with more ease and comfort. The more somber color palette would help show his 

older age as well as his conservatism. Both men were drawn in well-cut and fitting 

clothing to show that appearances are important. 
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Figure 5-2. Judges Driscoll and Howard, and Cecil Renderings. 
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Cecil, Figure 5-2,  is Tom Driscoll’s best friend. He wants to be dapper and well 

to do, but does not have Tom’s means. Cecil is drawn in an older styled jacket to contrast 

him more vividly against Tom. I chose more youthful colors for Cecil to separate him 

from the older Judges although his colors are not nearly as fancy or as showy as Tom. My 

goal was to show that he is a proper southern gentleman trying to keep up appearances. 

 Tom Driscoll, however, is the center of the story and needed to have a lot of 

visual interest for the audience, Figure 5-3. He is also the richest and trendiest of the men 

portrayed.  I wanted to give him the most extreme silhouette of the period: an hourglass 

shaped jacket and very tapered pants. His jacket was long, and full skirted with a contrast 

collar and rolled up cuffs. His pants were full at the waist tapering to exactly the width of 

the ankle held in place by stirrups over his pointy ankle boots. The pants were to be plaid, 

his vest double breasted and boldly patterned. His cravat was oversized and tied in a 

floppy bow. As stated before, this was a black actor portraying a rich, white man and so I 

chose colors that would make the actor seem even more attractive while enabling him to 

pop off the stage under the lights. An added challenge for Tom Driscoll is a later scene 

when he disguises himself as a woman in order to steal from his neighbors and his father, 

Figure 5-3. I knew early in the process that this was an important moment that happened 

very quickly and had designed the costume to emphasize a female silhouette quickly and 

simply. Knowing the time into and out of the dress was short, I designed it to incorporate 

Tom’s shirtsleeves rather than trying to remove his entire costume.  A small shawl was 

added to cover his collar and cravat, but that was not needed in the final production.   
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Figure 5-3. Tom Driscoll and Rowena Renderings. 
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Rowena was drawn in a dress somewhere in between a proper day dress and a formal 

evening dress, Figure 5-3. She is seen in the street kissing Tom, so I did not want her to 

be fully covered up and prim and proper. The open shouldered looks of the evening 

dresses felt right, but I gave her longer sheer sleeves to show she was trying to be 

appropriate. I wanted to create a more motif oriented decoration for her gown rather than 

an overall print and drew a very geometric print that emphasized the style lines of the 

gown contrasting against the floral patterns. I liked the way this set off the lightness of 

the sheer ruffles and sleeves. 

         

Figure 5-4. The Italian Twins Rendering. Marginal Illustration of the Twins (Twain, 
1897, p 86) and my Final Rendering of the Twins. 
 

The Italian twins, Angelo and Luigi, were described as Counts and the people of 

Dawson’s Landing are truly in awe of them. I wanted them to appear rich and foreign. 
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Doug was particularly charmed by Senior and Warren’s drawings of these twins in the 

annotated text and I used that as a jumping off point, Figure 5-4. I compared these 

illustrations to known fashions of the time and created a look that was accurate, but still 

recalled the drawing. While their jackets were the older cutaway tails, I felt this leant an 

air of old royalty to their look. Although not entirely accurate for the period or time of 

day, I did give them lower cut vests to reveal their ruffled shirts. I did not find research 

on the shirts to confirm or deny their existence, but as it was so lavish in comparison to 

the townsfolk, I felt it was a wonderful detail to retain.  The twins are also illustrated with 

their watches hanging from fobs down the front of their pants, which I also included in 

my drawing, Figure 5-4.  

All these ladies and gentlemen starkly contrasted with the slaves. I had a 

completely different set of research for these individuals. See Appendix C. Overall, their 

clothes were more distressed, less fitted and adapted from older designs. I found myself 

struggling against unconscious stereotypes while also overcoming my personal horror 

and disgust at what was apparently acceptable dress for slaves in the time period.  

Big Jim and Joe were drawn in tighter pants cropped at mid calf showing 

stockings underneath, Figure 5-5. Joe had a dilapidated leather vest worn open and his 

shirt was collarless. A collar was a symbol of a certain status in society and not a luxury 

these men could afford. Jim also wore a collarless shirt with a pattern and rolled up 

sleeves. Their shoes were clunky instead of the pointy streamlined boots of the 

gentlemen. 

Chambers was similarly dressed in cropped pants, a collar-less shirt and an open 

vest. I tried to think of where he might obtain his clothing in order to design his look. He 
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is specifically Tom’s slave, but Tom seems like such a nasty man that he would not allow 

Chambers to wear his out grown, worn out clothing, meaning Chambers had to receive 

them from Judge Driscoll or perhaps purchase them used. His vest therefore needed to be 

something that would have been available in 1855, but perhaps a little out of style. I made 

sure his vest was collared, as that was the fashion in 1830 through 1855.  

 

 

Figure 5-5. Slave Men. (Left) Big Jim & Joe gouache rendering. (Right) Chambers 
g0uache rendering.  
 
 

Nancy, a house slave, was drawn in a cotton stripe-patterned dress worn with a 

bib apron. She had a fichu wrapped around her neck and tucked into her apron, Figure 5-

6. While Twain described Roxy as wearing a headscarf, the actress playing Nancy had a 

bleached streak in her hair. I did not want to damage her hair further by dying it again 
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and suggested that instead Nancy wear the headscarf. Roxy was drawn in high neck dress 

with long sleeves gathered just below the shoulder. I wanted to give the impression that 

she knew how to sew a little and that she had a little bit of money in her life, Figure 5-6. 

  

 

Figure 5-6. Slaves Women. (Left) Nancy gouache rendering. (Right) Roxy gouache 
rendering. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CREATING THE COSTUMES 

 
With paintings in hand, it was time to assemble the actual costumes. Due to time 

and budget constraints, it was not possible to build the entire show. I knew very early that 

I would need to rent or borrow many pieces for the production because Temple did not 

have a lot of stock in this time period. 

 I started by culling our stock first to see what was available and the sizes. With 

recent period productions like Sweeney Todd and The Conwell Project, I knew I would be 

able to pull most of the pieces for the male slaves and costumes for the local yokels. Our 

vast vest collection held many possibilities and I was pleasantly surprised by the variety 

of cutaway tail jackets.  

Once I had an idea of what was usable, I created an excel spreadsheet with my 

paintings detailing the actor’s measurements and the specific costume requirements that 

were important to me. I was fully aware that the rental companies I would be contacting 

would not have the item exactly as I had drawn, but if I could specify what was most 

important to me for each costume, they could look through their stock more specifically. 

For instance, for Rowena, it was most important that her gown be just pre-hoop skirt, it 

have an open neckline and for it to appear girlish rather than matronly. It did not need to 

be specifically Wedgewood blue, but a light pastel color that would not make our actress 

appear sallow.  

 I searched the web via Google for possible costume rental houses and theaters. I 

checked each potential renter to see if they rented individual costumes and pieces or only 

complete shows. Then I checked for images of their costumes either inventory images or 

in production shots. I wanted to verify the quality of their work and see how historically  
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Pudd'nhead Wilson Temple University 2012 
Designed by Jamie Grace-Duff  
       

Roxy - American Freed Slave 
Height 5' 8"     
Weight 135     
Bust 34.5     
Waist 28     
Outseam 44     
      
      
Jewel tone simple day dress, can be separates, but prefer 
coordinating bodice and skirt 
Non bib well worn work apron 
Paisley or other period shawl, not brand new 
Bonnet - does not need to be super fancy 
A long hooded cape, well worn, almost covering dress 

  
       
       
       

Nancy - American House Slave 
Height 5' 2"     
Weight 135     
Bust 37     
Waist 31     
Outseam 40.5     
      
      
Printed cotton day dress, well worn 
Possible bodice/blouse and skirt 
Work Apron w/Bib, well worn 
Small coordinating fichu 
      

  Ideal brown tones with blue/green accents 
       
       

Table 6-1. Rental Information Sheet. A sample of the spreadsheet sent to possible rental 
companies detailing actor measurements and costume specifics.  
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accurate their period pieces were. If the company seemed to have good stock, I sent an 

email detailing the production and time period, that it was a university production, our 

production dates and number of pieces we might be interested in. Several companies 

returned my emails stating that they did not carry the time period we were seeking or that 

they do not rent to universities. Several companies responded eagerly and requested more 

information. I forwarded them my costume plot with measurements and specifications 

and an email stating my flexibility in design versus stock available.  See Table 6-1. 

 Upon receipt of my designs, several companies were afraid that my work was too 

specific and their stock would be unsatisfactory. A few companies expressed interest, but 

were in the midst of several other productions at the time and would be able to check 

their stock closer to my production dates. At this time, I also got approval from the 

University to visit tdf Costume Collection in New York City. While I would not be able 

to reserve costumes until closer to the opening date, I was able to visit the warehouse and 

get an idea of what would be available. Maine State Music Theater responded 

enthusiastically to my designs and immediately started to check their stock for 

appropriate pieces and sizes. Amy Mussman was my contact and she took clear, concise 

photos of ensembles and emailed them to me at no extra charge. She was readily 

available via email if I had questions or if she needed clarification on a specific look. See 

Table 6-2 for more information regarding the rental companies I contacted.  

 I also contacted several theaters in Philadelphia for possible rentals. Villanova 

University generously opened their stock to me and I was able to pull some excellent 

pieces early in the process. I had been disheartened in these early rental stages that while  
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Company Lo
ca

tio
n 

Contact Person Contact Information 

Theatrical Costume Co MN Brian 
showrental@theatricalcostu
meco.com 

Felt show was too specific for their stock and should be built"
 

Tracy Theater Originals NH Ann Carnaby 
ann@tracytheatreoriginals.c
om 

Was very busy when I first placed my request, as other rental companies had stock 
and were easy to work with, I did not follow up. 
 
Santa Fe Opera NM Emilee emcvey@santafeopera.org 
Does not do piece rentals, only entire costumes"
 
Maine State Music Theater 
(MSMT) ME Amy Mussman Rentals@msmt.org 
Incredibly helpful, asked questions from my renderings, sampled stock and took 
photos at no extra cost, responded to my questions via email 
 

Broadway Costumes IL 

Robert 
Schramm 
/Amanda 
Lifvendahl 

amanda@broadwaycostume
s.com  

Provided me with a formalized costume plot with total cost of rental, however this 
document assumed I would rent the entire show, not just a few entire costumes or 
perhaps just vests, communication was difficult"
 
Oregon Shakespeare 
Festival OR Emily 

costumerentals@osfashland
.org 

All stock is online with images and sizes, pick pieces out and place order"
 

Western Costume CA Mary Still 
mstill@westerncostume.co
m 

$40/hr to pull and photograph costumes, seemed very swamped with orders, rentals 
were expensive 
 
Costume World FL Michael 800-423-7496 
Requested I call him, would not communicate via email 
 
Tdf Costume Collection NYC Joanne Haas costumerental@tdf.org 
Lots of paperwork but tons of stock, does provide a pulling service @ 25% of rental 
fee 

Table 6-2. Rental Companies Contacted. 
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Company Lo
ca

tio
n 

Contact Person Contact Information 
Wilma Theater PA Regina Rizzo rrizzo@wilmatheater.org 
Does not have tons of stock"
"
Philadelphia Opera Co. PA Millie Hibel mbhiibel@yahoo.com 
Larger sized costumes, have not visited the warehouse 
 

Villanova University PA Charlotte/Chlo 
villanovacostumerentals@
gmail.com 

Have to schedule a time to pull with their graduate students 
    

People’s Light PA Marla Jurlanis jurglanis@peopleslight.org 
Does not rent at this time 

Table 6-2. Rental Companies Contacted. Table continued from previous page. 
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plaid pants figure prominently in fashion magazines of the time, they did not appear to be 

popular in theatrical productions and I was having a hard time finding them. Several 

companies that produce replica garments, such as River Junction and Gentleman’s 

Emporium sold the proper silhouette, but did not provide the bold plaid fabrications I 

wanted. However, Villanova had several plaid pants in stock, which soothed my nerves 

and I eagerly pulled several pairs for Pudd’nhead.  

 Utah Shakespeare Company offers rentals and has their entire stock available 

piece by piece on their web page. I spent many hours scrolling through images, but was 

not finding the jacket silhouettes I wanted or the color palette I had designed. Also, Utah 

did not offer any assistance in assembling a show and I would have to order each item 

required for an ensemble myself such as coordinating pants, vest and jacket. While the 

stock was well made, and the freedom to create your own looks tempting, I was not 

interested in redesigning my show to better match their stock. A closer examination also 

revealed that their sizes were much larger than what my cast required. I continued to 

search elsewhere.  

 After checking stock at Temple, Villanova, Maine State and online at Utah 

Shakespeare, it became apparent that Tom Driscoll’s jacket would need to be built. To 

date, I hadn’t been able to find the ideal combination of color, fabrication and silhouette I 

really wanted for his character. The color I wanted was very specifically chosen to 

balance his status in Dawson’s Landing as well as race as an actor. For the Italian Twins, 

I wanted to create a Tweedle Dee/Tweedle Dum look and I was concerned about our 

chances of finding coordinating vests and pants that would fit these gentlemen in 

someone’s stock. Surprisingly, Villanova actually had two velvet frock coats that would 
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be just perfect, meaning we only needed to build their pants and vests. I was able to 

purchase ruffled front shirts from Jas Townsend, Co., a company that makes replica 

garments from the 18th and 19th centuries. Starting with pre-assembled shirts meant I 

could spend more time dying them to the exact color I wanted rather than spending all my 

time trying to find fabric in that specific color and then still having to build two shirts.  

 Millie Hibel graciously allowed me to explore some stock from the Philadelphia 

Opera Company. While most of this stock was larger than I needed for my cast, I was 

able to find an ensemble for the older Judge Howard character and a few character pieces 

for the local yokels. Never one to pass up an opportunity to look at extra costumes, I 

looked through all the costumes on the rack, even things that might not be exactly in the 

time period and discovered the perfect vest for Tom Driscoll. 

 I began collating pieces in the middle of December, and throughout the month of 

January I was able to really see the show coming together and what was still needed. For 

each rental company, my assistant Katie created a list detailing what pieces had been 

rented from what company. A color was assigned to each company and a small piece of 

hem tape in that color was secured inside the costume. This enabled us to quickly identify 

where to return the costumes after the show closed.  

With fittings drawing near, I was becoming nervous about the overall look of the 

piece. I had assembled reasonable items for each character individually, but what did they 

look like together? Upon the recommendations of Jennielynn, the costume shop manager, 

and Marie Chiment, my costume design mentor, I started assembling outfits on dress 

forms to get an idea of groups of people, proportion of color and texture and to get a feel 
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for the show. I took pictures of the groups to get some perspective as well. This was 

particularly informative. 

 For the men, I quickly learned that the jacket I had pulled for Cecil was far too 

rustic for the status he has in Dawson’s Landing and I needed to find something else for 

him. I was able to narrow down cravat and vest choices for Judges Driscoll and Howard. 

I played with options for Pudd’nhead without wasting the actor’s time. With a notebook 

full of notes, I was able to pull more vests, pocket squares, cravats and ascots even before 

fittings began. This exercise really helped me to focus my time in the shop assembling 

ensembles that were cohesive. 

 

 
Figure 6-1. Tentative Male Ensemble. Costume ideas assembled on mannequins to verify 

a cohesive ensemble. 
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I did the same for the women, trying on several different dress options for Roxy and 

looked at aprons and how they affected the overall effect of her look. I mixed and 

matched several blouse and skirt combinations for Nancy creating a ranked list of options 

for her to try on. Rowena’s dress options were still in New York, and I found I was not 

satisfied with the options I had for Roxy. When I returned to the tdf Costume Collection, 

I searched yet again for a dress for Roxy and finally found something I thought would 

work.  

 

 
Figure 6-2. Some Female Options. 
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I found that preassembling the costumes really helped me organize the show and 

find what pieces I still needed to find or pull. It also soothed my nerves and made me 

more confident in my design choices further down the road when we ran into trouble 

during fittings or on stage. It is a tool I need to remind myself to continue to use. 

FITTINGS THROUGH DRESS REHEARSALS 

 Fittings went smoothly throughout the process. Along the way some compromises 

had to be made, but that is to be expected. Several of the period jackets from Temple’s 

stock were oddly constructed, resulting in a stilted appearance on the body. We were able 

to fix Pudd’nhead’s jacket, but did not have the time to adjust Judge Driscoll’s or Cecil’s 

and it was too late in the process to find other jackets for these men. Rowena’s dress was 

rented from the tdf Costume Collection. While it had all the correct design elements: an 

open neckline, sheer sleeves, a full skirt, and a lovely color blue, it did not sit well upon 

our actress. As a rented garment, the kinds of alterations I could make were limited, and I 

needed to adjust my notions of the design to make her look presentable. The final look 

did not reveal as much of the neck and shoulders as I had imagined, but the actress did 

not look uncomfortable. In a moment of true magic, both velvet jackets borrowed from 

Villanova fit our actors playing the twins perfectly, although I had rented another pair 

just in case. During the fitting, we discovered that one jacket had sun discoloration down 

one side. Jennielynn discussed the issue with Villanova who gave us the go ahead to 

repair the damage if possible. Several different fabric paints were purchased but when the 

jackets appeared under stage lights, the damage disappeared or could be contributed to 

mottling from the lights. I feared that painting on the velvet would actually draw more 

attention to the area and chose, instead, not to attempt to repair the damage.  
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Near the end of the rehearsal process, I was asked if the front of Roxy’s bodice 

could open. There was a specific moment in the play when a prospective slave owner 

asks to see her breasts, completely humiliating Roxy in front of her son. While I knew the 

moment was important, none of the available dresses that opened in the front were 

appropriate for the character or my design. I suggested that the actress go offstage and 

have a dresser help unhook her bodice in the back and then return onstage, enabling the 

prospective buyer to pull the bodice away from her body to examine her. I made sure the 

actress had a period looking corset and also purchased a reproduction undershirt to 

complete the moment. My solution ended up not working well for the moment and I had 

to quickly order some reproduction blouses. River Junction had several good options, but 

as they were closeouts, it was very hard to get a coordinating color in the right size for 

the actress. We tried on several different options in a fitting and discovered different sizes 

were needed and more blouses were sent over night. I picked the one I thought fit the best 

and looked appropriate for Roxy’s costume. Next I had to choose an appropriate time for 

her to change her top in the context of the play.  

All of the other characters, even those more well to do, remained in the same 

costume, how was I going to rationalize a slave woman having multiple costumes? There 

was a logical moment very early in Act One where Roxy could change, however it would 

mean that she would spend the majority of the play in the new blouse; a look I was not as 

in love with as her original costume. Throughout the dress rehearsal process we tried 

several different changes, and all of them left me unsatisfied. In a post show meeting with 

the costume shop, I voiced my concerns. When it was revealed that the actress was facing 

away from the audience during the reveal and that we only needed to understand that her 
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bodice opened, our draper, Julie Watson suggested that a piece could be sewn to the 

bodice at the front. This added piece could unbutton and open, simulating the action as 

Doug had requested, but also allowing Roxy to remain in the same costume throughout 

the play. The idea was simple and the resulting costume looked and worked beautifully. I 

was reminded that it is important to fully discuss and describe a problem to your 

production team rather than just starting with possible solutions, usually someone will 

have an even better idea if given the opportunity to discover it. 

Dress parade did not hold any surprises and so we headed into first dress well 

prepared. During the week leading to first dress, I was notified through the rehearsal 

reports that an actor had been missing a significant number of rehearsals due to illness. 

With performances drawing near, I was informed that a replacement actor might step in. 

While this information was strictly confidential, I was given the names of potential 

replacements enabling me to pull other costume options in preparation. At first dress, it 

was announced that there would be a replacement. Both actors were agreeable and did all 

they could to make the process painless. During intermission, the costume shop measured 

the replacement actor and checked the costume pieces that had been pulled. Fortunately, 

the costume would fit the replacement with only minor alterations. We scheduled a brief 

fitting for the next day and had the costume completely prepared and labeled for second 

dress. I feel extremely lucky that this was an easy replacement handled professionally.  

Prior to the first dress rehearsal, a quick-change rehearsal was scheduled for the 

actors and wardrobe crew. With the wardrobe supervisors coordinating the action and the 

costume designer available, the dressers and actors rehearse the changes completely until 

everyone is comfortable. This includes choreographing the specific steps to be taken in 
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the exact location under the appropriate light cue. After a few practice runs, the changes 

are timed with a stop watch to insure that wardrobe is never the reason for an actor to be 

late for their entrance.  

For Pudd’nhead Wilson, there were several extremely quick changes to be 

rehearsed. The first was getting Tom Driscoll into a young woman’s ensemble. I knew at 

the start of the design process that this was an important scene and had rented a dress for 

him specifically for this moment. Taking into consideration the time he had for the 

change both before and after the scene, I felt it was acceptable for Tom to wear his shirt, 

vest, pants and his own boots under the woman’s ensemble. I even had research showing 

how popular shirtfronts were in the time period, Figure 6-3. I had rented a two-piece  

 

 
Figure 6-3. Shirtwaist examples. 

 

ensemble from Maine State that exactly matched my original design. Upon receipt, I 

realized that the bodice closed in the front, but the skirt closed in the back. A quick test 

on the mannequin proved that the skirt could be worn backwards without looking 
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awkward. The bodice was then sewn to the backwards skirt and a petticoat attached to the 

inside. The bodice came with the front rigged with Velcro allowing the actor to step into 

the entire ensemble and be Velcro-ed by a dresser, grab a bonnet and be back on stage. 

Regardless of the rehearsals, I still held my breath every time but he never failed to 

appear.  

The second big quick-change was making Angelo, one of the Italian twins, 

become Lou. Usually there was a scene or two between these character changes, but in 

the final moments of the play, Angelo leaves the courtroom and Lou appears moments 

later. Knowing this well in advance, I had designed Lou’s costume to fully cover 

Angelo’s look. Lou wore knee high riding boots that effectively covered Angelo’s garish 

plaid pants and over it all was a gray Inverness great coat covering the rest of Angelo’s 

ensemble. A wide brimmed hat pulled low enough to cast a shadow on the actor’s face 

completed the look. While it was a little worrisome that Lou’s collar was now salmon 

colored, Doug did not feel we had to be overly picky about the moment. He knew it was a 

dramatic device and felt sure that most of the audience had figured out that this actor was 

playing both characters and we didn’t need to hide it. I appreciated this level of realistic 

expectation, although I had a backup plan of installing a shirt front dickey into the great 

coat to hide the problematic collar. This proved unnecessary in production.  
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CHAPTER 7 
THE MINSTREL 

 
From our earliest discussions about the play, Doug really wanted a minstrel banjo 

player to appear throughout. This character is unscripted, but the idea of a live musical 

performance really appealed to Doug. As we had more conversations, it was decided that 

this character would be onstage when the house opened and the audience entered into the 

simulated gallery environment. Doug wanted this character to be in period attire and, if at 

all possible, to be in black face. I loved the idea of having a character to help bridge the 

divide between our present day and Dawson’s Landing, but in black face? Murmurs of 

discomfort moved throughout our production meeting. I was under the impression that 

black face was, in fact, illegal; although I was assured it would be allowed in an 

educational institute. First, we needed to find a banjo player. Once one was contracted, 

then Doug and I could ask the specific performer how they felt about appearing in 

blackface. Having a minstrel meant adding one more character and costume to an already 

large list of period pieces straining the costume budget, but I strongly supported this 

bridge character and pushed for his inclusion. 

During the search for a player, I started to dig into more minstrel research. I 

learned that while it is a common misconception, black face is not illegal, just considered 

incredibly poor taste. Blackface is considered an expression of free speech (Terwilliger, 

2012). Given the time and place of Pudd’nhead Wilson, black face minstrelsy would have 

been entirely appropriate and as long as we did not stray into the high caricature of later 

time periods, I felt comfortable presenting it. Doug provided some minstrel history and 

imagery that appealed to him and Katie Dowse, my assistant, and I did more research on 

our own. See Appendix D. Katie specializes in make-up design and application and I felt 
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this project would capitalize on her talents. She did tons of research on the specifics of 

the make-up – materials used, traditional colors and variations, as well as shapes and 

placement on the face.  

I focused on designing an appropriate costume. Doug wanted him to be flashy and 

showy, but not out of place in Dawson’s Landing. My research showed three primary  

Figure 7-1. Black Face Characters. (Minstrel Show, 2011) 

 

minstrels: “‘Jim Crow’ was the stereotypical carefree slave, ‘Mr. Tambo’ a joyous 

musician, and ‘Zip Coon’ a free black attempting to "put on airs" or rise above his 

station” (Minstrel Show, 2011), Figure 7-1. From our discussions, it seemed like Doug 

wanted something in between the Hobo Clown and the Mr Jangles character. I found a 

fantastic cutaway tailcoat in golden yellow covered with a black grid in our stock. The 

cuffs and lapels were purple velveteen.  With a little love, I thought it would be perfect 

and sent a snapshot to Doug for approval. He agreed at once, allowing me to find the 
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coordinating pieces. Finding the jacket in Temple’s stock meant I would not need to use 

my budget to rent another jacket. Temple’s stock also had many remarkable pairs of 

artfully distressed pants that would serve our hobo clown/minstrel well.  

Unable to find the best vest in stock, the costume shop suggested it be built and 

Rachel Coon, the second year graduate costume designer, was assigned the project. 

Knowing I wanted a single-breasted vest with a large notched collar was enough for 

Rachel to start the pattern and muslin, but I would need to give her more design 

information quickly. While shopping for the vest fabric, I found myself drawn to 

diamonds and geometrics over and over, but with a graphic grid on the jacket, I wanted to 

push towards something more organic. At Elegant fabric shop in New York, I saw a 

wonderful fabric of cut out flowers appliquéd on top of each other to form a solid mass, 

Figure 7-2. They were in bright primary colors with contrasting centers, while I did not 

want to buy that specific fabric, I finally knew what the minstrels vest needed to be. 

Rachel built the base of the vest out of black wool with a bright red satin collar.  

 

 
Figure 7-2. The Minstrel’s Vest. (Left) Fabric at Elegant. (Right) The completed vest 

(Image by Rachel Coon). 
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On top, we layered hand-cut flowers and contrasting centers. I left the edges raw so they 

could fray a little and add to the aged look of this hobo clown. The end result was lively 

and pulled the entire ensemble together, Figure 7-2. Unfortunately the audience only ever 

saw a small flash here and there as the banjo covered the majority of the vest in 

performance.  

The next big design element for the minstrel was a big stand up collar that Doug 

liked from the reference images. I wanted a large collar as well, but the scale and gravity-

defying look that Doug was requesting was from much later in the minstrel history and I 

was worried about straying too far into caricature. I compromised with a large spread 

collar that lay over the jacket. But what fabric could compete with this graphic plaid and 

boldly colored vest? Once again, while fabric shopping in NY I stumbled upon the 

answer in a colorful paisley print, Figure 7-3. The irregular shapes and colors had just the 

right visual interest, however at $30 a yard, I thought I could find something closer to 

home. It took several trips to many fabric stores in Philadelphia before I settled on the 

one I wanted to use for the show. While not as colorful as the ones I liked from New 

York, it was the right choice for this character in this time.  

Meanwhile, we learned that our banjo player was very interested in blackface, 

especially the burnt cork that was used in the time. Katie researched many different 

materials: burnt cork, greasepaint and Ben Nye clown paint, and tested them all on her 

skin with different finishing powders before presenting her samples to Doug. The cork 

looked streaky when applied and did not have the bold black look Doug wanted. 
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Figure 7-3. Minstrel’s fabric and make-up. (Left) Photo of possible minstrel collar fabric, 

(Right) Minstrel “blacking up” (Images by Katie Dowse). 
 
 

We decided to use the Ben Nye Professional Clown Creme CL-29 for ease of application 

and good color saturation. This combined with the Ben Nye charcoal powder made for a 

striking matte black look. First, the minstrel applied a bright red area CL-13 around his 

mouth with cream make-up. He then applied a black line around with an eyeliner pencil. 

Using a make-up wedge, he then applied the black cream make-up. Traditionally, the 

blackface minstrel covered their face, neck and even their ears, so the make-up was also 

tested on the collar fabric swatches to verify that it was washable. In performance, the 

banjo player applied his make-up with a heavy hand making it hard to clean the collar 

and Katie recommended that we change the make-up design to only be the face. Finally, 

the entire black area was sealed with the charcoal powder, Figure 7-3. 

 Once blackface was introduced into the play, it was no longer taboo and Doug 

asked if the Italian Twins could appear in blackface at the end of Act 1. They would be 

performing the song “Old Black Joe” at a party given in their honor and they make it a 

point to learn a song from every place they visit. Once again, given the time and place, 
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blackface would have been an appropriate way of performing the song. While I felt 

comfortable using the blackface again, I did have concerns about application as the twins 

would only have a short scene to apply their blackface make-up. Katie tested out several 

methods of application with a timer and found that it was possible, but it would not be as 

specific and or as neat as the minstrel’s look. The red would be applied quickly in a 

general mouth shape without the pencil line and the black only applied to the face, not on 

the neck or ears. The charcoal powder was still used to seal the make-up. This was 

acceptable to Doug and we would try it at second dress. During the hair and make-up 

sessions prior to tech week, Katie trained our hair and make-up assistant on application 

but the actors soon discovered that they could do the make-up faster on their own and 

only needed the assistant to check them before hurrying back on stage. Once on stage, we 

discovered the color red being used for the lips appeared differently on the two actors, 

one who was white and the other who was black. Given the time allotted for the 

application, there wouldn’t be time to mix colors and Katie was unsure if there was 

another make-up that would cover more completely. With only two days until opening, 

Doug decided the moment was effective, regardless of the color. 
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CHAPTER 8  
CLOSING MOMENTS 

 
In early design discussions, Doug had mentioned that maybe Chambers would 

need to fit in Tom Driscoll’s costume for the end of the play, or at least be similarly 

attired as he had been revealed as the true heir to Judge Driscoll and no longer a slave. I 

had questions about the moment: how much time had passed from the courtroom scene to 

the moment we see as the final scene of play? If he couldn’t wear Tom’s clothing, and we 

placed him in another costume, would that be understandable to the audience? Could my 

budget hold another period men’s ensemble? Would there be enough time for Chambers 

to get into this new costume? Doug wanted to explore the moment in rehearsal with the 

actors to get a feel for the timing and the overall feel of the play.  

With the set finished early, we were able to see a final run through of the show on 

stage before we added the final touches of costumes and make-up. Doug staged the final 

scene with Chambers, Judge Howard, and Pudd’nhead Wilson with the slave Nancy 

watching. Judge Howard enters the scene telling Chambers that he is a rich, white man 

now, no longer a slave. Chambers is incredulous. Pudd’nhead and the Judge try to 

impress upon him what that means while Nancy, who has not been offered any of these 

amenities, has to stand by and listen. In the middle of the scene Chambers bursts out 

saying (Smith, 2002),  

 
With all respect, sir, Ah may be free but Ah don’t know how you can say 
Ah’s white. All you got to do is look at me and tell dat Ah ain’t white. 
Nobody gwine believe dat I’s white. Listen to ma voice. Look at ma hand. 
Dat hand is not the hand of a white man. Look at ma face, ma arms, ma 
legs. Dat’s the face, arms and legs of a nigger. You can set me free, sho, 
you can make me rich, ‘preciate it, but you can’t make me white, Marster 
Howard. Ah’s a nigger, thro en thro, dat’s the one thing about me dat can’t 
you or nobody else ever change” (Act 2). 
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I knew in my heart there and then that we needed to see Chambers fully attired as a slave 

in that moment. At the tech meeting that followed, Doug had the exact opposite reaction 

stating that Chambers absolutely needed to be dressed as Tom or at least as a rich white 

man or that final scene would not work at all. I strongly disagreed, but felt that a post-

show tech meeting was not the time or place to have a heavy thematic debate. I prepared 

my arguments to present to Doug.  

First, I worried that the audience would immediately accept Chambers, a white 

actor, dressed in the clothes of a “rich, white man” making his words “Ah don’t know 

how you can say Ah’s white. All you got to do is look at me and tell dat Ah ain’t white” 

meaningless. He follows that with “look at ma arms, ma legs. Dat’s the … arms and legs 

of a nigger” (Act 2). Dressed as Chambers, we see his arms exposed by the rolled up 

sleeves of his shirt, we see the ragged hem of his pants and his drooping stockings. 

Dressed as Tom, his arms would be covered by gloves, a long sleeved shirt and a jacket, 

and his legs fully obscured by pants making it impossible for the audience to “look” as he 

implores us.  

My other argument was technical. Could my budget hold another period 

ensemble? If Chambers did fit Tom’s jacket, how could be get it to him backstage to 

make his entrance? If the actor playing Chambers couldn’t fit in Tom’s jacket, it was too 

late to build a second matching jacket, would that be acceptable for Doug? While 

important considerations, these technical questions could be dealt with relatively easily 

and were small factors in contrast to my gut instinct for that final moment.  

Eager to hear Doug’s arguments and to present mine, I tried to schedule a meeting 

with Doug regarding the scene. I wanted to discuss the matter in person, and be able to 
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read body language and gauge reactions. I stated in my email only that I wanted to have a 

meeting, that I was eager to hear his arguments as I strongly disagreed and felt that 

Chambers should remain in his slave costume for the final scene and that I had arguments 

supporting my decision that I could present. In his brief reply back, Doug capitulated, 

stating only that Chambers could stay costumed as is.  

Throughout the run of Pudd’nhead Wilson, I asked audience members their 

opinions of those final moments. Did they feel the moment was effective? How would it 

have changed if Chambers had appeared dressed as Tom? Overall, they felt the moment 

was incredibly effective as staged and seemed unsure that the costume change would 

have made more impact. I believe that I made the right choice by leaving Chambers in his 

original costume, but a part of me still wonders what Doug saw in those final moments 

that made him request the costume change, and also what made him change his mind. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSION 

 

Pudd’nhead Wilson ran for two weekends to sold out houses almost every night. 

The production was recommended not only to the theater classes at Temple University, 

but also to the American Literature classes. With a diverse student population, the racial 

issues both in the text and the staging held great appeal and interesting editorial dialogue 

continues even months later. My costumes have received many compliments and I feel 

extremely proud of my accomplishment. Pudd’nhead Wilson marks a seminal moment in 

my development as a designer. First, I felt confident in my grasp of the period silhouettes 

and details as well as my ability to research answers to questions as they arose. Second, I 

felt a new confidence in my ability to render exactly my designs in a way that captured 

both the detail and my character intent clearly. Third, I discovered a way to state my 

opinions and requests without diminishing my status as an equal collaborator in the 

design and production process.  

I would like to share some production photos from Pudd’nhead Wilson. To bring 

the design full circle, I have included the original character collages beside the painted 

renderings that were presented to the production team and acting ensemble.  

For the minstrel, I was lucky to find the jacket before beginning the rendering. I 

felt the final design had more depth and variation that I had imagined and preferred his 

final look onstage. Pudd’nhead’s final costume did not have the saturation of color as I 

desired, but the mixture of patterns and textures I was able to assemble gave his look a 

necessary visual variety for the audience and I was pleased with how well the individual 

elements combined to match the spirit of his character.  See Figure 9-1. 
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Figure 9-1. Final Minstrel and PHW. (Top) Minstrel gouche rendering and The Minstrel 
in Production wearing controversial black face. (Bottom) Pudd’nhead Wilson 
gouache Rendering, Collage, and in Production. (Production Photos by Ian P. 
Guzzone) 
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 For Nancy’s costume, I wanted a specific striped cotton textile that was popular in 

the 1830’s and 40’s however I was unable to find an appropriate dress in that fabrication. 

Instead I focused on trying to find older looking pieces with patterns and color. As 

clothing becomes more worn and distressed the colors and patterns begin to neutralize 

and I didn’t want the slave characters to blend into the scenery; I wanted them to be just 

as vibrant and colorful as any other character on the stage. See Figure 9-2. 

 Finding Roxy’s ensemble proved to be more challenging than expected especially 

with the added necessity of an open front bodice. While the final costume was not as 

jewel toned as I imagined, I loved that I was able to get the plaid I wanted and feel the 

resulting colors were perfect for the world of Pudd’nhead Wilson. I am glad I continued 

to hunt for the right pieces even as time was running out. See Figure 9-2. 

 I created Chamber’s rendering from pieces I remembered from Temple’s stock. 

Once again, I tried to get a high level of distress on the clothing without losing the color 

saturation. The final costume had many textures that helped him to pop off the slick walls 

framing the playing space. See Figure 9-3. 

 As discussed in earlier chapters, the particular color I wanted for Tom’s jacket 

was going to be hard to find in stock, however I easily found options in fabric stores. I 

enjoyed being able to combine fabric swatches in different locations to create just the 

combination I had envisioned. The look I rendered for Tom’s disguise as a lady was 

drawn from specific research. While I had already borrowed several other looks for him, I 

could not pass up the good fortune of finding my exact idea available for rental at Maine 

State Music Theater in our actor’s size. See Figure 9-3. 
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Figure 9-2. Final Nancy and Roxy. (Top) Nancy gouache rendering, collage, final fitting, 

and in Production. (Bottom) Roxy gouache rendering, collage, the modified 
bodice in Production, and final fitting. (Production Photos by Ian P. Guzzone) 
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Figure 9-3. Final Chambers and Tom. (Top) Chambers gouache rendering, collage, and in 

Production. (Bottom) Tom Driscoll watercolor renderings, collage, Fitting for 
disguise, and Tom in Production. (Production Photos by Ian P. Guzzone) 
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 For Cecil I had hoped to find a coordinating suit in a lighter tan color. The jacket I 

had originally pulled for him proved to be too rustic in appearance and I needed to find 

another option. With fitting time running short and my rentals completed from New 

York, I had to find an option in Temple’s stock. The final jacket was a lighter tan with 

colored pinstripes running through it. In retrospect, while I had imagined his jacket as a 

solid, the stripes gave the jacket richness on stage enabling Cecil to become incorporated 

into the ensemble. This is a technique I need to remember. See Figure 9-4. 

 Rowena’s dress also proved challenging to find. While I tried to express to 

prospective rental companies that it needed to be youthful and pastel colored, no one 

seemed able to find viable options. It took three visits to the tdf Costume Collection to 

find the dress she wore in performance. I was very concerned that the color would not 

mix well with the overall palette. However, this dress most closely matched all the things 

I had specified in my rendering and so we did our best to make it work. Onstage, the 

color looked beautiful on our actress making her complexion glow and balanced perfectly 

with the ensemble. See Figure 9-4. 

 Both Judge Driscoll and Judge Howard proved to be more colorful in the final 

production than I had originally designed. While final costumes that do not match the 

renderings could be seen as a negative, I found that the depth of color in their ensembles 

worked much better on stage and within the ensemble. I was able to maintain a similar 

color palette between the two men and Judge Driscoll had a double-breasted jacket while 

Judge Howard was seen in an open jacket. Similar to my experience with Cecil’s 

costume, I was reminded that color, especially against a white set, is very important. See 

Figure 9-5. 
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Figure 9-4. Final Cecil and Rowena. (Top) Cecil gouache rendering, collage, and in 

Production. (Bottom) Rowena gouache rendering, collage, and in Production. 
(Production Photos by Ian P. Guzzone) 
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Figure 9-5. Final Judge Driscoll and Judge Howard. (Top) Judge Driscoll gouache 

rendering, collage and final fitting. (Bottom) Judge Howard gouache rendering, 
collage, and in Production. (Production Photos by Ian P. Guzzone) 
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The greatest challenge for the character of Lou was to find an ominous jacket that 

could effectively cover the entirety of one of the Italian Twins. While I found a similar 

frock to the one I designed, it was not able to fully disguise the costume underneath. 

Eventually I found an appropriate jacket at Maine State Music Theater, while it was not 

black as I had hoped, it was more than voluminous enough. I worked with the scenic 

designer Ian to add a sword cane to the final look that helped to give that threatening 

edge the character needed. See Figure 9-6. 

Finally there are the Italian Twins. I feel incredibly fortunate that I was able to 

find two similar velvet frock coats that fit my actors. The velvet provided a royal 

appearance for these characters and set them apart from the folks of Dawson’s Landing 

quickly and simply. Finding the appropriate fabrication for their pants was an interesting 

scavenger hunt resulting in a surprising final choice. Once again, the final costumes were 

much more varied and colorful than I had designed and I think the final looks are much 

more appropriate. See Figure 9-6. 

In conclusion, I am more fulfilled and delighted with the resulting costumes on 

stage. I think they feel more realistic and varied, more true to life. I was constantly 

surprised by how much more colorful my show became, and am trying to chronicle that 

information so I can use it to my advantage in future production. Throughout the process 

I have been reminded to evaluate opportunities as they arise. Yes a garment may exactly 

match my rendering, but is it right for the entire production or specific actor? Discussing 

a problem completely may reveal an unforeseen solution. And it is never inappropriate to 

continue to collaborate and to search for answers to your questions.  
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Figure 9-6. Final Lou and Italian Twins. (Top) Lou gouache rendering, collage and final 

fitting. (Bottom) The Italian Twins gouache rendering, collage and in Production. 
(Production Photos by Ian P. Guzzone) 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 

AMERICAN SLAVE COSTUME RESEARCH 
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APPENDIX D 

MINSTREL RESEARCH 
 

 
 Wm. H. West's Big Minstrel Jubilee, Strobridge Litho. Co., c1900. 

 

 

"Black Face", 1884: a lone Minstrel entertaining on Eastbourne Sands 
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Text and Images provided by dramaturge for the production of Pudd’nhead Wilson 
 
Minstrel theatrical entertainment originated and developed in the U.S. in the first half of 

the 19th century, and consisting of songs, dances, and comic repartee typically performed 

by white actors made up as blacks. The minstrel show probably evolved from two types 

of entertainment popular in America before 1830: the impersonation of blacks given by 

white actors between acts of plays or during circuses; and the performances of black 

musicians who sang, with banjo accompaniment, in city streets. The "father of American 

minstrelsy" was Thomas Dartmouth "Daddy" Rice (1808–60), who between 1828 and 

1831 developed a song-and-dance routine in which he impersonated an old, crippled 

black slave, dubbed Jim Crow. This routine achieved immediate popularity, and Rice 

performed it with great success in the U.S. and Great Britain, where he introduced it in 

1836. Throughout the 1830s, up to the founding of the minstrel show proper, Rice had 

many imitators. 

 
Wikipedia Commons 
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Wikipedia Commons 
 
From Wikipedia:  

The minstrel show, or minstrelsy, was an American entertainment 
consisting of comic skits, variety acts, dancing, and music, performed by 
white people in blackface or, especially after the Civil War, black people 
in blackface. 

Minstrel shows lampooned black people as ignorant, lazy, 
buffoonish, superstitious, joyous, and musical.[citation needed] The minstrel 
show began with brief burlesques and comic entr'actes in the early 1830s 
and emerged as a full-fledged form in the next decade. In 1848, blackface 
minstrel shows were the national art of the time, translating formal art 
such as opera into popular terms for a general audience.[1] 
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By the turn of the century, the minstrel show enjoyed but a shadow 
of its former popularity, having been replaced for the most part by 
vaudeville. It survived as professional entertainment until about 1910; 
amateur performances continued until the 1960s in high schools, and local 
theaters. As blacks began to score legal and social victories against racism 
and to successfully assert political power, minstrelsy lost popularity. 

The typical minstrel performance followed a three-act structure. 
The troupe first danced onto stage then exchanged wisecracks and sang 
songs. The second part featured a variety of entertainments, including the 
pun-filled stump speech. The final act consisted of a slapstick musical 
plantation skit or a send-up of a popular play. Minstrel songs and sketches 
featured several stock characters, most popularly the slave and the dandy. 
These were further divided into sub-archetypes such as the mammy, her 
counterpart the old darky, the provocative mulatto wench, and the black 
soldier. Minstrels claimed that their songs and dances were authentically 
black, although the extent of the black influence remains debated. 
Spirituals (known as jubilees) entered the repertoire in the 1870s, marking 
the first undeniably black music to be used in minstrelsy. 

Blackface minstrelsy was the first distinctly American theatrical 
form. In the 1830s and 1840s, it was at the core of the rise of an American 
music industry, and for several decades it provided the lens through which 
white America saw black America. On the one hand, it had strong racist 
aspects; on the other, it afforded white Americans a singular and broad 
awareness of significant aspects of black-American culture.[2][3] 

Although the minstrel shows were extremely popular, being 
"consistently packed with families from all walks of life and every ethnic 
group",[4] they were also controversial. Racial integrationists decried them 
as falsely showing happy slaves while at the same time making fun of 
them; segregationists thought such shows were "disrespectful" of social 
norms, portrayed runaway slaves with sympathy and would undermine the 
southerners' "peculiar institutions” 

 
 


